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stract: Host-parasite infection genetics can be more complex (This has been termed “time-delayed,” “indirect,” or “vir-
tual” negative frequency dependence but is distinct from
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caan envisioned by classic models such as the gene-for-gene or
atching-allele models. By means of a mathematical model, I inves-
ate the coevolutionary dynamics arising from a large set of gen-
alized models of infection genetics in which hosts are either fully
sistant or fully susceptible to a parasite, depending on the genotype
both individuals. With a single diploid interaction locus in the
sts, many of the infection genetic models produce stable or neu-
lly stable genotype polymorphisms. However, only a few models,
ich are all different versions of the matching-allele model, lead to
stained cycles of genotype frequency ﬂuctuations in both inter-
ting species (“Red Queen” dynamics). By contrast, with two dip-
id interaction loci in the hosts, many infection genetics models that
nnot be classiﬁed as one of the standard infection genetics models
oduce Red Queen dynamics. Sexual versus asexual reproduction
d, in the former case, the rate of recombination between the inter-
tion loci have a large impact on whether Red Queen dynamics
ise from a given infection genetics model. This may have interest-
g but as yet unexplored implications with respect to the Red Queen
pothesis for the evolution of sex.
ywords: matching allele, gene for gene, diploidy, epistasis, coevo-
tion, Red Queen hypothesis.
Introduction
ost-parasite interactions have long been recognized as
ntral drivers of evolution. One reason for this is that,
e to the inherent antagonism of the interaction, natural
lection can produce ongoing coevolutionary arms races
attack and counterattack. Of particular interest are so-
lled Red Queen (RQ) dynamics, which involve continu-
g oscillations of both host and parasite genetic variants.
dynamics can arise because parasites are under selec-
n to infect common hosts, and hosts are under selection
resist common parasites, so that often both rare host and
re parasite variants will be favored by natural selection.
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Q dynamics are interesting for a number of reasons: they
ay lead to rapid evolutionary change that is observable in
ture and in coevolution experiments (Decaestecker et al.
07; Brockhurst and Koskella 2013), maintain genetic var-
tion in both host and parasite populations, and produce
lection for sex and recombination (the RQ hypothesis for
e evolution of sex; Jaenike 1978; Hamilton 1980; Salathé
al. 2008).
The emergence of RQ dynamics is determined to a large
tent by the infection genetics underlying a host-parasite
stem. Most previous models of host-parasite coevolution
ve considered one of a few “standard” models for infec-
n genetics, in particular the gene-for-gene (GFG) model
d the matching-allele (MA) model. The classic GFG
odel assumes that hosts carry either susceptibility or re-
stance alleles at one or several loci, whereas parasites
rry either “avirulence” or “virulence” alleles (Flor 1955).
parasite can infect a host unless the host carries at least
e resistance allele that matches a corresponding aviru-
nce allele in the parasite. The GFG model has much em-
rical support in plant-pathogen systems and has been
idely studied theoretically (Thompson and Burdon 1992;
rown and Tellier 2011). The main feature of the coevo-
tionary dynamics predicted to arise from this model is
at, in the absence of other factors, such as ﬁtness costs
the virulence allele, this allele will become ﬁxed in the
rasite population, and no persistent RQ dynamics will
erge (Jayakar 1970; Leonard 1977). TheMAmodel (Frank
93) assumes that a parasite can infect a host only if each
its alleles, carried at a number of loci, match correspond-
g alleles in the host. Thus, there is no universally success-
l parasite genotype in this model, and as a consequence,
rsistent oscillations of host and parasite allele frequencies
n emerge.
Although these models are important to study theoreti-
lly as the simplest generic models of host-parasite inter- on Wed, 7 Oct 2015 01:03:29 AM
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actions, real host-parasite infection genetics are often more
complex than either the GFG or the MA model. As cau-
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E118 The American Naturalistned already in the 1980s, GFG infection genetics may
curately describe only a subset of plant-plant pathogen
stems (Barrett 1985), and more recent work has indeed
covered a variety of factors other than resistance and
irulence genes that are involved in plant immunity and
thogen virulence (Bent and Mackey 2007). In animals,
ly a few systems have been studied extensively, but in a
cent study Luijckx et al. (2013) demonstrated a complex
ttern of dominance (and possibly epistasis) in the infec-
n genetics of a Daphnia magna–Pasteuria ramosa sys-
m. Although these infection genetics exhibit themainMA
operty of reversibility of host susceptibility and resistance
pending on parasite genotype, both the one-locus model
d the two-locus model proposed by Luijckx et al. (2013)
explain their data are quite distinct from the canonical
A model.
The aim of this article is to explore the coevolutionary
namics arising from a much more comprehensive set
infection genetics models than are given by the classic
FG and MA models. Speciﬁcally, I take a combinatorial
proach in which I examine a large number of infection
netics models that are based on two major assumptions.
rst, the infection outcome of a host-parasite interaction
determined by only one or two host loci. This assump-
n is in line with the results obtained in the D. magna–P.
mosa system mentioned above (Luijckx et al. 2013) and
so with a survey of quantitative trait locus studies that
dicate that, in most animal and plant species, only a few
ci are involved in host resistance (Wilfert and Schmid-
empel 2008). Second, the infection outcome of a host-
rasite interaction is assumed to be binary: a host with a
ven genotype is either fully susceptible or fully resistant
a parasite with a given genotype. Again, this assumption
s empirical support from the D. magna–P. ramosa sys-
m, in which genotype-genotype interactions are highly
eciﬁc (Luijckx et al. 2011).
In contrast to much previous theoretical work, I will
so assume throughout that hosts are diploid and that the
fection genetics can therefore be characterized by both
minance and (in the two-locus case) epistasis. Two main
estions will be addressed in this investigation: (1) What
pes of infection genetic models produce RQ dynamics?
) How do sex and recombination in the hosts inﬂuence
e occurrence and properties of such dynamics?Methods w
tio
inThe Model
o antagonistically interacting populations are consid-
ed: hosts and parasites. Both of these populations are as-This content downloaded from 23.235.32.0
All use subject to JSTOR Tetion with the parasites is determined by their allelic state
either one or two biallelic loci. Thus, in the one-locus
enario, there are three different genotypes (aa, Aa, AA),
hereas in the two-locus scenario, there are 10 different
notypes (including the two phenotypically equivalent but
netically distinct double heterozygotes AaBb and AabB).
the basic model, the parasite population consists of two
fferent genotypes, but model extensions with four and
ght parasites will also be considered. Because the para-
tes reproduce clonally and without mutation, the exact
netic architecture (e.g., ploidy and number of loci) of the
rasite genotypes is irrelevant. Frequencies of host and
rasite genotypes in the two populations are denoted by
e vectors h and p.
For both hosts and parasites, I assume a life cycle of
screte, nonoverlapping generations that comprises two
eps: selection and reproduction. The selection step is based
the infection matrix L, in which rows represent host ge-
types and columns represent parasite genotypes. I assume
at a given parasite of genotype j is either able to infect a
st of genotype i, in which case Lij p 1, or is unable to
fect this particular host, in which case Lij p 0. The in-
ction matrices L will be represented in the remainder of
is article as color diagrams (see ﬁg. 1). Infection leads to
ﬁtness reduction sH in the host, whereas failure to infect
tails a ﬁtness cost sP for the parasite. If we also assume that
sts and parasites encounter each other randomly accord-
g to the mass action principle, the recursion equations
r the selection step are given by
h1i p
hi½12 sH(Lp)i
WH
,
p1j p
pj

12 sP½hT(12 L)j

WP
,
(1)
here WH and WP are the average ﬁtnesses in hosts and
rasites and 1 denotes a matrix of appropriate dimensions
hose elements are all 1.
Reproduction in the parasites is assumed to be always
exual and hence does not affect the genotype frequen-
es. Denoting the parasite frequencies in the next genera-
n by p0j , this means that p
0
jp p
1
j for all parasite genotypes
For the hosts, either asexual (clonal) or sexual reproduc-
n is assumed.With asexual reproduction, h0jp h
1
j . Sexual
production involves Mendelian segregation of alleles and,
hen two loci are considered, may also involve recombina-
n. With sexual reproduction and assuming random mat-
g, we have
h0ip (h
1)TMih
1 (2) on Wed, 7 Oct 2015 01:03:29 AM
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Success/Failure Infection Genetics E119pend on the recombination rate r. Speciﬁcally, Mi,kl is the
oportion of offspring with genotype i that are produced
parents with genotypes k and l.
Simulation Methods
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tininvestigate the impact of the infection genetics on the co-
olutionary dynamics, a combinatorial approach was taken
which all possible infection matrices L were screened
xploiting symmetries in these matrices, as detailed in the
esults” section below). The one-locus model was treated
alytically through ﬁxed-point and stability analyses. All
alytical results were conﬁrmed through simulations in
hich the recursion equations were iterated numerically.
e two-locus model was found to be not amenable to an-
ytical treatment, so extensive simulations were performed
r all infection matrices and different parameter combi-
tions. Initially, 12 replicate simulations were run for each
fection matrix, with a burn-in phase of 5,000 generations
d a 1,000-generation measurement phase. These simula-This content downloaded from 23.235.32.0
All use subject to JSTOR Tea more intensive screening of the subset of matrices that
hibited consistent allele frequency ﬂuctuations (deﬁned as
hibiting an amplitude of allele frequencies 10.01 during
e measurement phase in all 12 replicates). In this second
reening, the simulations were run with a burn-in phase of
000 generations, a measurement phase of 2,000 genera-
ns, and all combinations of the initial allele frequencies
01, 0.1, 0.9, and 0.99 at both host loci and in the parasite
pulation (i.e., 64 simulations per infection matrix). Here,
e host population was initialized in Hardy-Weinberg and
kage equilibrium.Models with Asexual Reproduction
ith clonal host reproduction, selection operates on host
notypes without the intermingling forces of segregation
d recombination. As a result, both the one-locus and two-
cus diploid models essentially reduce to a one-locus multi-
lele haploid model. Host genotypes conferring the same
sistance patterns to the two parasites can be grouped, be-
use they behave identically. This means that there will be
most four classes of host genotypes that correspond to a
aximum of four alleles in a single-locus haploid model:
ose resistant to parasite 1 only, those resistant to parasite 2
ly, those not resistant to any parasite, and those resistant
both parasites.
The ensuing evolutionary dynamics in these models are
latively straightforward to predict (analysis not shown).
hen there is one host genotype that provides protection
ainst both parasite genotypes, this genotype will in-
itably go to ﬁxation. When there are more than one of
ose “superhost” genotypes, they will jointly spread, drive
l other genotypes to extinction, and remain as a neu-
al polymorphism in the population. Conversely, one of
e parasites may be able to infect all host genotypes; this
uperparasite” will also go to ﬁxation and produce a neu-
al polymorphism in the host population. RQ dynamics
.e., cyclic coevolutionary dynamics of genotype frequen-
es) will emerge if and only if two conditions are met:
) some host genotypes can be infected only by parasite 1,
hereas others can only be infected by parasite 2, and
) no host genotype is resistant to both parasites. Con-
tion (1) can be summarized as “reciprocal speciﬁcity” in
e genetic interaction or, alternatively, as the presence of
st genotype versus parasite genotype (GxG) interactions
herent in the infection genetics. Note that, although RQ
namics emerge under these conditions and may con-
ue for many generations, those dynamics do not con-
ue indeﬁnitely: an outward spiral of genotype frequencyr all host genotypes i. Here, the tensor M accounts for
aa
aa Aa AA
bb 
Bb 
BB 
Two-locus model: 
gure 1: Illustration of the color diagrams used to denote indi-
ual infection matrices. Each square in the diagram represents one
st genotype, and its color indicates whether this host can be in-
ted by both parasite genotypes (red), by parasite 1 only (yellow),
parasite 2 only (blue), or by neither of the parasites (green). For
ample, the diagram for the one-locus model corresponds to the
fection matrix ((1,0), (0,0), (1,1)), where rows indicate the infec-
n outcome for the three host genotypes aa, Aa, and AA and col-
ns for the two parasite genotypes. Note that, in the two-locus
odel, the two double heterozygotes (AaBb and AabB) are assumed
be phenotypically identical (middle square), although they are ge-
tically distinct and have their own genotype frequencies in themodel. on Wed, 7 Oct 2015 01:03:29 AM
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dynamics ensues, with the coevolutionary cycles increas-
ing slowly in amplitude but decreasing in speed. As shown
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E120 The American NaturalistSeger (1988), however, even a very low mutation rate can
abilize these cycles and lead to sustained RQ dynamics.
One-Locus Model with Sexual Reproduction
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arhen reproduction is sexual, we can exploit the fact that
gregation of alleles leads to Hardy-Weinberg equilib-
m in every generation. Denoting the frequency of allele
within the host population by x and the frequency of
rasite genotype 2 by y, the model can then be reduced to
ly two recursion equations:
x 0p x
12 sH
 
0
12 x
x
!T
L

12 y
y

12 sH
 
(12 x)2
2x(12 x)
x2
!T
L

12 y
y
 ,
y 0p y
12 sP
 
(12 x)2
2x(12 x)
x2
!T
12 L
 0
1

12 sP
 
(12 x)2
2x(12 x)
x2
!T
12 L
  12 y
y
 .
(3)
ere, 1 denotes again a matrix where all elements are 1s.)
r each possible infection matrix L, equilibria of this sim-
iﬁed system of recursion equations can now be derived
alytically and their stability determined through standard
genvalue analyses of the corresponding Jacobian matrices
nalysis not shown). This endeavor is facilitated by exploit-
g symmetries inherent in many of the infection matrices:
though there are 23#2 p 64 possible matrices L, the la-
ling of host alleles, as well as the labeling of the two par-
ites, is arbitrary, so there are classes of (at most four)
uivalent matrices producing essentially the same dynam-
s. In terms of the color diagrams (ﬁg. 1A), equivalent ma-
ices are obtained by mirroring the diagram horizontally
d/or by switching the colors yellow and blue. Eliminating
ch equivalent matrices leaves 24 “unique” infection ma-
ices (representatives of their equivalency classes) that are
fﬁcient to consider.
Figure 2 summarizes the dynamical properties emerging
om these 24 infection matrices L. The four corners of the
ate space ((x,y) ∈ {(0,0), (0,1), (1,0), (1,1)}), representing
tinction of one host allele and one parasite genotype, are
ways equilibrium points. In addition, there can also be in-
rnal equilibria. In general, neither the position nor the
ability of the equilibria depend on the strength of selec-
n, sH and sP, with the only exception being the infection
atrix shown in ﬁgure 2L (see below). In most cases, ei-
er an asymptotically stable or a neutrally stable equi-This content downloaded from 23.235.32.0
All use subject to JSTOR Tepulation due to overdominance (ﬁg. 2K, 2M, 2V).
There are ﬁve representative infection matrices that
hibit ﬂuctuating dynamics around an internal equilib-
um (ﬁg. 2F, 2L, 2O, 2R, 2T). The common property of
ese matrices is that they involve GxG interactions at one
more pairs of host genotypes (indicated by both a yel-
w and a blue square in the diagrams). This can give rise
complex eigenvalues associated with the internal equi-
ria and thus oscillatory dynamics around these equilib-
a. However, in three out of these ﬁve infection matrices
g. 2F, 2R, 2T), these oscillations are always only tran-
ent, and the system quickly reaches an equilibrium state.
ith the matrix in ﬁgure 2F, in which one of the homo-
gous genotypes represents a “superhost,” the system al-
ays converges to a state in which host allele A has become
tinct and the two parasite genotypes are no longer under
lection. With the matrix in ﬁgure 2R, the internal equi-
rium itself, (x^, y^)p (1=3, 2=3), is asymptotically stable
ee also ﬁg. A1A for example dynamics; ﬁgs. A1–A3 avail-
le online). The matrix in ﬁgure 2T gives rise to dynamics
at very quickly spiral outward (i.e., oscillations that in-
ease in amplitude and become slower), so that the system
entually ends up in one of the four corner equilibria (see
so ﬁg. A1B). This is because of the underdominance in-
rent in this matrix: the heterozygote hosts can be infected
both parasites, inhibiting invasion of alleles that are
neﬁcial in the homozygous state and thereby bringing the
cillations to a halt. The matrix in ﬁgure 2L, representing
e opposite case of overdominance, is interesting because
is the only matrix in which the stability of the internal
uilibrium depends on the strength of selection. Speciﬁ-
lly, the equilibrium (x^, y^)p (1=2, 1=2) is asymptotically
able for sP ! 4/5 (see ﬁg. A1C for the resulting dynamics
this case). Only with very strong selection against un-
ccessful parasites, sP 1 4/5, does the internal equilibrium
come unstable and persistent oscillatory dynamics emerge.
nally, the matrix shown in ﬁgure 2O always produces pro-
nged oscillations of both host allele and parasite genotype
equencies, independent of the strength of selection. Tech-
cally, these dynamics also exhibit outward spiraling (dy-
mics shown in ﬁg. A1D), but at a much slower rate than
the underdominant case shown in ﬁgures 2T and A1B.
oreover, even very low mutation rates can lead to truly
rsistent RQ dynamics with thematrix in ﬁgure 2O (results
t shown).
Comparing the results of the above analysis in sexual
pulations with the situation of asexual reproduction, it
n be seen that sex can both produce persistent RQ dy-
mics that would not occur with asexual reproduction
atrix in ﬁg. 2L) and annihilate oscillations that would
ise with asexual reproduction (matrices in ﬁg. 2Q, 2R, on Wed, 7 Oct 2015 01:03:29 AM
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Success/Failure Infection Genetics E121st population, the two homozygous genotypes will al-
ays produce individuals carrying the heterozygous ge-
type and vice versa. It should also be noted that, with
xual reproduction, the presence of a superhost genotype
longer precludes RQ dynamics, as long as this is a het-
ozygous genotype (ﬁg. 2L).
Two-Locus Model with Sexual Reproductionsu
loith two host loci, the dynamical system could not be
eated analytically, so this model was investigated throughThis content downloaded from 23.235.32.0
All use subject to JSTOR Te2,144 such matrices, but as in the one-locus model, these
atrices form equivalency classes, because the labeling of
leles at both host loci, labeling of the two loci themselves,
d labeling of the two parasites are arbitrary, so that one
fection matrix L can have up to 15 equivalent matrices.
onsidering only a single representative member of each
these equivalency classes reduces the total number of
atrices to be screened to 17,676.
Not surprisingly, the majority of infection matrices re-
lted in dynamics in which alleles at one or both host
ci became ﬁxed or reached stable polymorphic equilib-). In both cases, this is because meiosis and syngamy extensive simulations, screening again all possible infec-
9#2
G H I J K L
M N O P Q R
S T U V W X
gure 2: Evolutionary dynamics in the one-locus model for each of the 24 representative infection matrices L. In each panel, the infection
atrix is shown as a color diagram on top on the plots (see ﬁg. 1). In each plot, the horizontal axis gives the frequency x of host allele A,
ereas the vertical axis gives the frequency y of parasite genotype 2. Black circles indicate stable equilibria of the system, whereas gray circles
dicate unstable equilibria. Black and gray thick lines indicate a continuum of equilibria that are externally stable or unstable, respectively.
te that both the position and the stability of equilibria are independent of sH and sP, with the exception of L, where the internal equilibrium
n be either stable (as shown) or unstable. In A and X, the entire state space consists of neutral equilibria. Arrows indicate the change in
quencies from one generation to the next; here sH p sP p 0.8 was assumed throughout. on Wed, 7 Oct 2015 01:03:29 AM
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did produce persistent oscillatory dynamics of parasite ge-
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E122 The American Naturalisttype frequencies and host allele frequencies at both host
ci. In what follows, I will focus on those latter infection
atrices, called RQ matrices (RQMs).
Figure 3 shows that the presence or absence of sexual
production and recombination has a large impact on sets
RQMs, with only very little overlap between these sets
ross the different modes of reproduction (ﬁg. 3A). Given
at the absence of superhosts and superparasites inevita-
y leads to RQ dynamics with asexual but not with sex-
l reproduction (see above), it is a rather intuitive result
at many matrices are RQMs with asexual but not withAsex
A B
This content downloaded from 23.235.32.0
All use subject to JSTOR Teproduction are characterized by the presence of super-
sts. The rate of recombination between the two host loci
so has a strong impact on whether a matrix is an RQM
g. 3B). By contrast, the strength of selection has a much
eaker effect and tends to produce a nested pattern, in
at matrices that are RQMs with weak selection also tend
be RQMs with stronger selection but not vice versa
g. 3C, 3D).
It can also be seen in ﬁgure 3 that, although the number
infection matrices that are classiﬁed as RQMs increases
onotonically with the strength of selection on both hostsr= 0.5 r= 0.01 988 1562
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gure 3: Venn diagrams showing sets of infection matrices L that consistently lead to Red Queen dynamics under different conditions in
e two-locus model. These conditions are (A) sexual reproduction with free recombination (r p 0.5; Sex), sexual reproduction with
mplete linkage of the two loci (r p 0; Sex (no rec)), and asexual (clonal) reproduction (Asex); (B) different recombination rates between
e loci; (C) different strengths of selection against infected hosts; and (D) different strengths of selection against unsuccessful parasites.
mbers within circles indicate the number of matrices L in the respective subset, whereas the total numbers of matrices within each set is
en underneath its label. Unless otherwise indicated, reproduction is always assumed to be sexual with free recombination, and selection
efﬁcients take the values sH p 0.1 and sP p 0.5. on Wed, 7 Oct 2015 01:03:29 AM
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and parasite, the effect of sex and recombination rates is
more subtle. Asexual reproduction entails more RQMs than
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Success/Failure Infection Genetics E123xual reproduction with any of the recombination rates
sted, but the numbers are similar to those with sexual
production, and rp 0.01. With sexual reproduction, the
mber of RQMs is nonmonotonic with respect to re-
mbination rates, with the highest number found for low
ut positive) recombination rates and the lowest number
und for an intermediate recombination rate. The strong
d nonmonotonic impact of recombination rates is also
ustrated in ﬁgure A3. It should be noted, however, that
e absolute numbers of RQMs under different parameter
lues are arguably of limited biological relevance. This
because the infection matrices that describe actual host-
rasite systems in nature probably constitute a very spe-
ﬁc subset of all possible infectionmatrices, and within this
-yet-unknown subset, the numbers of RQMs may well
llow different trends than when all infection matrices are
nsidered.
Figure 4A shows some example RQMs for the case of
xual reproduction with free recombination. Some of these
atrices do not entail superhost or superparasite genotypes
d are thus also RQMs with asexual reproduction. How-
er, many RQMs do involve superhosts (indicated by green
uares); these superhosts are invariably single or double
terozygotes and therefore do not select for ﬁxation of host
leles when reproduction is sexual. It can also be seen from
ese examples that the number of host genotypes that can
infected by both parasites (red squares in diagrams) var-
s considerably among RQMs. Figure 4B gives infection
atrices that are very similar to those in Figure 4A but
e not RQMs with sexual reproduction. This demonstrates
at subtle differences in the infection genetics can lead
qualitatively different coevolutionary dynamics. Indeed,
ide from the requirements that, with sexual reproduction,A
This content downloaded from 23.235.32.0
All use subject to JSTOR Tecessary or sufﬁcient conditions for an infection matrix
ing an RQM could be conjectured. Finally, ﬁgure 4C
ows the infection matrix that has recently been proposed
explain data in a Daphnia magna–Pasteuria ramosa sys-
m (in addition to a one-locus model; Luijckx et al. 2013).
ather intuitively, under this model, the B allele becomes
ed in the population, and oscillation of allele frequencies
curs only at locus A (not shown).
Example coevolutionary dynamics for some of the
QMs in ﬁgure 4A are shown in ﬁgure A2, illustrating
at these dynamics can differ considerably with respect to
e speed and amplitude of allele frequency oscillations,
en though the selection coefﬁcients are kept constant in
ese simulations. A more complete picture of key statis-
s of coevolutionary dynamics resulting from RQMs with
rying mode of reproduction and recombination rate is
ovided in ﬁgure 5. Sexual versus asexual (clonal) repro-
ction is clearly a key factor for all of these statistics.
ith asexual reproduction, the distribution of the vari-
ce in allele frequencies, as well as the amplitude in allele
equency oscillations, is quite distinct from (i.e., more
idespread and uniform than) the corresponding distri-
tions with sexual reproduction. Asexual reproduction
pears to lead to little variance in cycle length of allele
equency oscillations or mean host ﬁtness, in direct con-
ast to the RQMs with sexual reproduction, and on aver-
e, cycles are slower and hosts harmed more with asexual
an with sexual reproduction. On the other hand, the
stributions of the statistics describing the coevolutionary
namics are much more similar across different recom-
nation rates, although marked differences are also appar-
t here. Figure A3 shows some further example dynamics
at underline both the quantitative and qualitative impactB 
C 
gure 4: Examples for infection matrices in the two-locus model (shown as color diagrams; see ﬁg. 1) that (A) produce sustained Red Queen
Q) dynamics or (B) do not produce RQ dynamics, in both cases with sexual reproduction under free recombination and with selection
efﬁcients sH p 0.1 and sP p 0.5. C shows the infection matrix that represents one of the models proposed for infection genetics in the
phnia magna–Pasteuria ramosa system (Luijckx et al. 2013). on Wed, 7 Oct 2015 01:03:29 AM
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Model with More than Two Parasites
bi
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tio
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wfar, only infection matrices with two parasite genotypes
ve been considered. The model presented here can read-
be extended to include an arbitrary number of (asexually
producing) parasite genotypes. Unfortunately, the num-
r of possible infection matrices grows very quickly with
creasing parasite number, such that exhaustive screening
all infection matrices becomes infeasible. Therefore, ad-
tional simulations with four and eight parasites were
n with a nonexhaustive set of randomly chosen infection
atrices. To achieve a broad range of infection matrices,
atrices were sampled with an increasing number m of
notype-genotype interactions leading to infection (i.e.,
mber of 1s in the infection matrices L). Speciﬁcally, withThis content downloaded from 23.235.32.0
All use subject to JSTOR Te, ..., 56} were randomly sampled. For each infection ma-
ix, 12 replicate simulations with random initial frequen-
es were run under sexual reproduction with free recom-
nation. The results were compared with those obtained
the two-parasite model using 200 random infection ma-
ices for each m ∈ {4, 5, 6, ..., 14}.
With a total number of eight parasites, the median
mber of parasite genotypes maintained in the popula-
n is only marginally higher than that with four para-
tes, and only very few infection matrices in the eight-
rasite scenario were found that support more than four
rasites (ﬁg. 6A). The number of parasite genotypes ex-
biting ﬂuctuating dynamics increases with the total num-
r of parasites considered but usually also remains low.
n the other hand, increasing the number of parasite ge-
types considerably increases the number of host loci at
hich polymorphism is maintained and also increases thethe recombination rate on the coevolutionary dynamics; four parasites, 100 matrices for each m ∈ {8, 9, 10, ..., 28},
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Success/Failure Infection Genetics E125RQMs, as deﬁned in the previous subsection, that are
esent in the matrix samples (only 6 with two parasites,
with four parasites, and 144 with eight parasites). Fi-
lly, mean host ﬁtness decreases and mean parasite ﬁt-
ss increases with increasing number of parasite geno-
pes (ﬁg. 6C). This is expected, because if each parasite
n infect, on average, the same number of hosts (i.e., a
ughly constant ratio of m and parasite number due to
e sampling strategy described above), adding more par-
ites will generally harm the host and beneﬁt the parasite
pulation.Discussion m
is
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thRelationship to Standard Infection Genetics Models
e models considered in this article represent a generali-
tion of standard infection genetics models, such as the
FG and MA models. Accordingly, different versions of
th of these models are embedded in the present model.
is is best seen in the one-locus case. On the one hand,
o of the representative infection matrices (eight in total)
n be considered diploid versions of the GFG model (see
. 2P, 2U). These matrices differ in the phenotype of the
terozygous individuals, where the hosts’ resistance gene
is either dominant (ﬁg. 2P) or recessive (ﬁg. 2U). As in
e haploid GFG model, without additional ﬁtness costs,
e of the parasite genotypes—carrying what is usuallyThis content downloaded from 23.235.32.0
All use subject to JSTOR Ten matrices. Recently, Fenton et al. (2009) proposed and
vestigated an “inverse gene-for-gene” (IGFG) model in
hich the roles of hosts and parasites are essentially re-
rsed in the infection genetics; two simple versions of this
odel are also embedded in the set of infection matrices
nsidered here, with the expected dynamical properties
g. 2B, 2E).
On the other hand, three of the representative infection
atrices (eight in total) are diploid versions of the MA
odel (ﬁg. 2L, 2O, 2T). These three matrices are charac-
rized by GxG interaction at the two homozygous host
notypes, where aa hosts can be infected only by parasite
and AA hosts can be infected only by parasite 2. The
atrices differ in whether the heterozygous host genotype
resistant to both parasites (resulting in overdominance;
. 2L), resistant to only one parasite (resulting in domi-
nce of one resistance allele and recessiveness of the
her; ﬁg. 2O), or susceptible to both parasites (resulting
underdominance; ﬁg. 2T). Of these three models, the
derdominance model mimics a matching infection sys-
m in which the host is susceptible as soon as the parasite
rries an allele that matches a corresponding host allele.
he overdominance model is perhaps more in line with
e original description of the MA model (Frank 1993), in
hich a host is resistant if it carries an allele that matches
corresponding allele in the parasite; today, this is usually
ferred to as the “inverse matching-allele” model. Only in
e dominance case or, when selection on the parasites ismber of host loci at which ﬂuctuating allele frequencies called the “virulence gene” in the literature on plant infec-
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gure 6: Box plots comparing coevolutionary dynamics with different numbers of parasite genotypes (blue: two genotypes; green: four
notypes; orange: eight genotypes). Each box summarizes the distribution of a key statistic derived from simulating the coevolutionary
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strong, with overdominance, do persistent allele frequency
oscillations arise. An MA-like infection matrix is thus a
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E126 The American Naturalistcessary but not sufﬁcient condition for RQ dynamics in
e one-locus version of the present model.
In the two-locus model, many of the infection matrices
uld also be regarded as GFG models or MA models, with
variety of epistatic interactions between the two loci.
oreover, the complete set of matrices also contains ma-
ices that combine both of these models (e.g., GFG at
e and MA at the other locus, or one locus determining
hether the interaction at the other locus is GFG or MA).
e presence of GxG interactions (i.e., the existence of
sts that can be infected only by parasite 1 and of hosts
at can be infected only by parasite 2) is a prerequisite for
dynamics to occur, and this is the fundamental prop-
ty of the MA model. Nevertheless, in light of the hun-
eds of different infection matrices that fulﬁll this condi-
n and the striking differences between these models (see
. 4), referring to all of these models as MA models ar-
ably means to stretch this term beyond recognition.
Relationship to Previous Models with
Nonstandard Infection Genetics
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20veral previous authors have put forward models that are
tensions of the classic GFG and MA models in direc-
ns other than the one considered in this article. Parker
994) and Agrawal and Lively (2002) examined haploid
o-locus models that allowed for a continuum of infection
netics between the pure GFG and MA models, showing
at small deviations from the GFG model are sufﬁcient to
oduce RQ dynamics even in the absence of ﬁtness costs
virulence and resistance alleles. Similarly, Agrawal and
vely (2003) and Fenton et al. (2012) have considered mix-
res of different models (MA, GFG, and IGFG) in which
ese models account for different stages in the infection
ocess (e.g., recognition and defense). Switkes and Moody
001) analyzed a model for coevolutionary interactions be-
een a diploid and a haploid species with one biallelic lo-
s in each species. This model allows for arbitrary ﬁtness
fects resulting for all possible genotype-genotype interac-
n and therefore includes as a special case the one-locus
rsion of the present model. However, due to the large
mber of parameters, only general results concerning the
mber and position of equilibria could be obtained by
ese authors. Engelstädter and Bonhoeffer (2009) also
nsidered a model with arbitrary ﬁtness effects, but their
odel considered two haploid species with two loci each,
d their approach was computational rather than analyt-
al. These authors showed that infection matrices with a
gh degree of “antagonicity”—deﬁned as the amount of
gative correlation between host and parasite ﬁtnesses
ross all genotype-genotype combinations—are more likelyThis content downloaded from 23.235.32.0
All use subject to JSTOR Tegonicity is always maximal by default.) A similar ap-
oach using generalized ﬁtness interaction matrices was
ken by Kwiatkowski et al. (2012), who investigated the
ipartite coevolutionary dynamics between parasites, hosts,
d their protective symbionts.
Overall, it can be seen from these and other examples
.g., Otto and Nuismer 2004) that a distinctive feature of
e present model is that infection is interpreted not as a
obabilistic but as a deterministic process: depending on
own genotype and the genotype of the host, a parasite
n either infect a host (in which case, this host has its
ness reduced by a certain ﬁxed amount) or fail to infect
host (in which case, it is the parasite’s ﬁtness that is re-
ced). This is, of course, a gross simpliﬁcation, but one
at has some empirical support (Luijckx et al. 2011). More-
er, because ﬁtness is always relative in a population ge-
tic framework, and because only overall ﬁtness and not
dividual ﬁtness components are considered, the model
n also be interpreted much more broadly. In this inter-
etation, there are two types of genotype-genotype com-
nations of hosts and parasites, of which the ﬁrst is, on
erage, more favorable for the host and disadvantageous
r the parasite (e.g., low success rate of infection), whereas
e other type is favorable for the parasite and disadvan-
geous for the host (e.g., high infection success).
The Impact of Sex and Recombinationr the same infection genetics, marked differences were
served between the coevolutionary dynamics in sexual
rsus asexual populations and those in populations with
fferent recombination rates. In particular, only a mi-
rity of infection matrices were found to produce RQ
namics with both sexual and asexual reproduction. This
uld have a number of interesting consequences that are
t to be explored. For example, it is not clear what co-
olutionary dynamics to expect in host populations with
life cycle of cyclical parthenogenesis (e.g., as observed in
ater ﬂeas, aphids, monogonont rotifers, and many uni-
llular eukaryotes): Can a single round of sexual repro-
ction per life cycle annihilate RQ dynamics that would
cur in purely asexual species, or vice versa? Similarly but
ore subtly, variation in recombination rates between
st individuals (including between males and females)
ay inﬂuence the coevolutionary dynamics in a complex
anner.
It is also interesting to ponder the results of this study in
e context of the RQ hypothesis for the evolution of sex
aenike 1978; Bell 1982; Hamilton et al. 1990; Salathé et al.
08; reviewed in Lively 2010b). This hypothesis states that on Wed, 7 Oct 2015 01:03:29 AM
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sex and recombination are favored during rapid antago-
nistic coevolution, because recombination allows the pro-
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Success/Failure Infection Genetics E127ction of genotypes that are currently underrepresented
the population but have disproportionately high ﬁtness.
any of the infection matrices that produce RQ dynamics
ith sexual production are characterized by the existence of
terozygous genotypes that are resistant to both parasites.
is means that the RQ hypothesis would not work in those
uations, because asexual clones carrying these genotypes
ould inevitably spread to ﬁxation. However, a situation is
so conceivable in which RQ dynamics do occur in an
exual population and produce selection for sex (this, of
urse, would depend on other costs and beneﬁts of sex),
t where, as a result of the spread of sexual individuals, the
dynamics come to a halt. If this can indeed happen, the
sence of oscillatory genotype frequency dynamics in a
xual population cannot be taken as evidence against the
hypothesis (see also Lively 2010a).
Model Limitations
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ie
dienable the screening of a wide range of infection ge-
tics models for their impact on the resulting coevolu-
nary dynamics, evolutionary forces other than recom-
nation and natural selection acting on the different host
d parasite genotypes were ignored in this model. Di-
ctional selection (independent of genotype frequencies
the other species) is known to be an important driver of
evolutionary dynamics, in particular in the form of costs
resistance and infectivity in GFG models, in which this
pe of selection determines the presence or absence of RQ
namics (Sasaki 2000). Moreover, the sexual version of
e model assumes random mating between individuals;
breeding or other forms of assortative mating may have
strong impact on the coevolutionary dynamics. Muta-
n is another important evolutionary force that is absent
the model proposed here. For example, Seger (1988)
owed that low mutation rates are necessary to produce
rsistent RQ dynamics in a discrete-time model with MA
fection genetics, but that there exists a threshold mu-
tion rate above which a stable interior equilibrium is
ached. This result is fully applicable to asexual versions
the present model, and preliminary simulations show
at, by preventing outward spiraling of allele frequencies,
utation will stabilize coevolutionary oscillations also in
e sexual model (results not shown). By contrast, random
netic drift is expected to annihilate RQ dynamics, es-
cially in cases in which the amplitude of allele frequency
cillations is high, so that an allele can easily become ﬁxed
become extinct through drift. However, allele frequency
cillations were often found to occur at intermediate allele
equencies (see ﬁgs. 4B, A2 for examples), so that even in
ite populations, RQ dynamics may be expected to occurThis content downloaded from 23.235.32.0
All use subject to JSTOR Tety in host-parasite coevolutionary dynamics, in particular
ithin the geographical mosaic framework of coevolution
.g., Thompson 1994; Gomulkiewicz et al. 2000; Thomp-
n and Cunningham 2002).
The model proposed here is also very simplistic, in that it
based on a standard population genetic framework that
acks genotype frequencies over time but ignores ecolog-
al considerations. Many previous models have been much
ore explicit in that respect. The classic work by May and
nderson (1983), for example, demonstrates that when
st-parasite coevolution is modeled explicitly as an epide-
iological process, chaotic dynamical behavior can emerge,
pecially when not only the frequency of host genotypes
t also overall host abundance is inﬂuenced by the para-
tes. Another example consists of abiotic environmental
ctors, such as temperature or availability of nutrients,
at may modify the infection genetics (Wolinska and
ing 2009), such that ﬂuctuations in these factors can alter
e coevolutionary dynamics both quantitatively and quali-
tively (Mostowy and Engelstädter 2011).
Finally, it should be noted that, because the focus of this
ork was on exploring the role of infection matrices and
st genetic architecture (including mode of reproduction
d recombination rates) on RQ dynamics, only a limited
mber of selection coefﬁcients were investigated (usually
p 0.1 and sP p 0.5). In reality, a wide range of both
rameters is expected. The parameter sH will depend on
st virulence but may also incorporate overall prevalence
the parasites (i.e., low parasite numbers can be modeled
low sH). Selection on parasites may be expected to be very
rong (sP ≈ 1) in situations where failure to cause an in-
ction manifests at a stage when the parasite is no longer
le to infect other hosts (e.g., when the parasite has al-
ady entered the host but is eliminated by the immune
stem). However, in cases in which failure to infect is
used by failure to enter the host, selection on the parasite
pulation may be weaker, because unsuccessful parasites
ay be able to subsequently infect a different host.
oward an Empirical Understanding of Infection Matriceshe sets of infection matrices considered here may contain
me matrices that are found in natural systems, but they
ill most likely also contain many that will never be ob-
rved. A major empirical task is thus to identify sets of
fection matrices that are biologically plausible. The most
rect approach to this problem is to determine the genetic
sis of host defense and parasite counterdefense in indi-
dual host-parasite systems through cross-infection stud-
s. Unfortunately, because of the need to genetically dissect
fferent host strains and, at the very least, to isolate and on Wed, 7 Oct 2015 01:03:29 AM
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propagate individual parasite genotypes, this is a very dif-
ﬁcult task and has thus far been feasible in only very few
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E128 The American Naturaliststems (e.g., Luijckx et al. 2013). Moreover, as ﬁrst pointed
t by Frank (1996), an inherent problem with this ap-
oach is that it relies on the sampling of genotypes from
lymorphism currently available in the host and parasite
pulations under study. This means that genotypes that
cur at a low frequency in the population will usually be
issed, and wrong conclusions about the overall infection
atrix and the expected coevolutionary dynamics may be
awn (see also Dybdahl et al. 2014 for a discussion of this
oblem). One way to reduce this problem would be to ex-
nsively sample many genotypes through time and space
achieve convergence to the “real” infection matrix in-
lving all relevant genotypes. From a theoretical side, it
ould be interesting to extend Frank’s (1993) analyses and
certain to what extent we can infer generalized infection
atrices such as those studied here with cross-infection
udies of genotypes sampled from naturally existing poly-
orphism.
An alternative approach that has recently been advo-
ted by Dybdahl et al. (2014) is to derive plausible infec-
n matrices from experimentally established molecular
inciples about host immunology and parasite infection.
is approach might uncover different types of infection
atrices with different underlying host and parasite genes
at govern the various stages of the infection process,
ch as host recognition by a parasite, parasite entry into
e host, and detection and eradication of the parasite
the immune system. These matrices could then be
mbined (mathematically, in the simplest case, as a Ha-
mard product) to construct infection matrices for the
tire infection process that are in accord with the mo-
cular mechanisms. Such composite infection matrices
ve been studied for two-stage infection processes involv-
g either an MA and a GFG infection matrix (Agrawal
d Lively 2003) or an IGFG and a GFG infection matrix
enton et al. 2012). However, a more systematic explora-
n involving other combinations of infection matrices,
ch as more than two stages of infection and diploid host
netics, remains to be conducted.
ConclusionsBr
Br
De complexity of empirically observed infection genetics
derlines the importance of going beyond the simple, es-
blished models if we want to understand how hosts and
eir parasites coevolve. Considering generalized sets of
atrices deﬁning infection success for all combinations of
st and parasite genotypes provides a natural way forward
that respect (e.g., Agrawal and Lively 2002; Otto and
uismer 2004; Engelstädter and Bonhoeffer 2009; Kwiat-
wski et al. 2012). The set of matrices analyzed here, as-This content downloaded from 23.235.32.0
All use subject to JSTOR Testic basis of host-pathogen interactions, it is highly ﬂex-
le and allows for complex interactions between alleles at
e same locus and at different loci (dominance and epis-
sis). Second, despite this ﬂexibility, this matrix set is still
anageable, at least for a low number of host alleles and
rasite genotypes. By contrast, it is very difﬁcult to mean-
gfully screen other matrix sets that are even more general
.g., Switkes and Moody 2001; Engelstädter and Bonhoef-
r 2009). Finally, the matrix set proposed here contains
t only standard infection genetic models, such as the
A and GFG models as special cases, but also a recently
oposed model explaining experimental results in the
aphnia magna–Pasteuria ramosa system (Luijckx et al.
13). Provided that further empirical support for com-
ex patterns of success/failure infection genetics accu-
ulates, it would be interesting to further explore the co-
olutionary dynamics resulting from infection matrices
ith binary outcomes in models incorporating more eco-
gical and epidemiological realism.
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